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W H Y DO
R I S K A NA LYS I S ?
The questions every decision-maker needs to
know are:
• How sure are we about the predictions
made with our Excel model?
• How vulnerable are the predictions to
unplanned events?
• What effective ways are there to control
the risk?
ModelRisk is a risk analysis add-in for Excel that
provides the tools to answer these questions.

WHAT IS MODELRISK?
ModelRisk is a Monte Carlo simulation Excel
add-in that allows the user to build uncertainty
and risk into their spreadsheet calculations.
ModelRisk has been the innovation leader in
the marketplace since 2009, introducing many
features that make risk models easier to build,
understand and eliminate errors, and more
precisely match the problems you face.
ModelRisk has thousands of users across
every industry and
level of risk analysis
expertise. It is very
simple for beginners
to use, but still has the
most sophisticated
toolset of any risk
analysis add-in so a
user will never outgrow
ModelRisk.

Typical questions that can be answered with ModelRisk
- How likely is it we will come under budget?
- Which investment offers the best balance of risk and reward?
- How exposed are we to changes in energy price?
- How much capital do we need to be confident of having enough for the project?
- How likely are we to meet our sales target?
- What is driving the success of our venture and how do we manage that?
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WHY CHOOSE MODELRISK?
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Excel based

Easiest to use

Complete integration with Microsoft Excel. ModelRisk is

Simple by design, ModelRisk helps you build error-free

the only risk analysis add-in that is 100% compliant with

models intuitively: error checking on all functions, many

Excel calculation rules.

visual user interfaces, comprehensive help file with example
models and videos, template reports, and more.
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Most powerful

Flexible licensing

ModelRisk is the fastest simulator in Excel. It has three

ModelRisk is offered in a variety of PC and network licensing

times the functionality of its nearest competitor. It offers

options to match your level of use and budget, and to

unique functionality that can hugely simplify and speed

facilitate sharing of results between analysts and

up your models. Converters built in for @RISK and Crystal

decision-makers.

Ball models.

ModelRisk Basic is free
A basic version of ModelRisk is available for installation on PCs for free. The table at the
end of this document compares the features of the basic and complete versions.
ModelRisk Basic can also be switched to ModelRisk Complete for a short period with just
a click of an icon, making it ideal for use in risk modeling training courses.
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MODELRISK WITH OTHER TOOLS
Vose Software offers a range of quantitative risk analysis software products. ModelRisk can be combined with these other products
for even greater risk analysis power.

ModelRisk + Tamara
Tamara is our award-winning project schedule risk
analysis software. Quantify the uncertainty of the
costs and delivery dates of your project, then use
those results in your ModelRisk spreadsheet model to
build a more realistic evaluation of project budget or
investment return, for example.

ModelRisk Cloud
ModelRisk Cloud is a web-based application that
allows you to put ModelRisk models on your intranet.
Decision-makers are sure they are seeing results
from the latest official model, using the most current
information and assumptions.

ModelRisk + Pelican
Pelican is the world’s first fully quantitative enterprise
risk management system. It is web-enabled and
providing a platform for all your risk-based information. It incorporates risk registers, risk management
strategies, issues and incidence logging, dashboards
and activities schedule and checking. ModelRisk and
Tamara seamlessly integrate with Pelican to extract
risk information from its database and update Pelican
with their results.
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SUPPORTING SERVICES
Training
In addition to the example models and help file
integrated into our software, and the free videos,
whitepapers and risk wiki available on our web site,
we also offer risk analysis modeling and decisionmaking training. Courses can be delivered online, at
your premises around the world, or as a customized
set of training material. All courses are tailored to the
skill level, type of business and typical problems of
the client.
More information?
Contact us at training@vosesoftware.com

Consulting
Vose Software has its roots in nearly thirty years of
risk analysis and risk management consulting, and
we remain very active in the field. Our software is best
in class because, through our consulting work, we
understand the risk problems companies face and
the tools they need to solve them. We have consulted
in many fields – banking and insurance, oil & gas and
electricity generation, engineering and construction, animal and human health, pharma and climate
change. We do not restrict ourselves to finding solutions that use our own software products.
Our consulting activities roughly fall into the following:

Mentoring
assisting clients building their risk analysis models, risk management strategies, and governance
structure

Analysis
finding solutions to a client’s risk-based problems

Auditing
validating risk models, methodologies, and integration

Expert witness
independent testimony and advice on risk-related legal disputes

More information?
Contact us at consulting@vosesoftware.com
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MODELRISK BASIC v COMPLETE

WHAT IS MODELRISK?
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MODELRISK BASIC VERSUS COMPLETE

WHAT IS MODELRISK?
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Contact us
www.vosesoftware.com
Phone: +32 9 311 70 80
E-Mail: info@vosesoftware.com
Address: Antwerpsesteenweg 489, 9040 Sint-Amandsberg, Belgium
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